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Overview


Tools for Capping and Transferring Environmental Risk
◦ Insurance (PLL, Cost Cap, Excess indemnity, captive)
◦ Escrows and trusts
◦ Letters of credit
◦ Bonds
◦ Annuities



Contractual Partial Liability Transfers
◦ Fixed price cleanups
◦ Contract techniques



Complete Risk Transfer
◦ The market and the structure
◦ Building collateral packages



15-30 minutes for Questions.
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Environmental Insurance Products


Pollution Legal Liability (PLL) (for “unknowns”):
For costs related to pollutants unknown at the time of Policy inception to
require remediation. Includes unknown; known but not believed to require
remediation; and new.
o Does not cover pollutants discovered (or discovered to require remediation)
in the course of executing a Remediation Action Plan (“RAP”).
o Private-party (non-Gov’t.) claims (e.g., remediation; reduced property value; bodily
o

injury; medical monitoring).
o

o

Typically covers of costs at disposal sites; for natural resource damages; re-openers.

Cost Caps (and Cost Cap Alternatives) (for “knowns”):
o For cost overruns in addressing pollutants identified at time of inception as
requiring remediation, or discovered in course of executing the RAP.



Post-10-Year Products (for operation, maintenance, land use controls, etc.):
o

Available only via CCAs since early 2000’s.
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Environmental Insurance: A Surplus Lines Product
• Unlike 99% of policies – where language is pre-approved (and
required to stay “as is”) by regulators, and where insureds negotiate
only the deductible, premium, limits and a few other terms –
environmental insurance is a “surplus lines” product.
• Surplus lines policies are:
o not backed by State guaranty funds (which protect against Insurer insolvencies);
o individually negotiated contracts, with no government review., and therefore
•
•

must (by law) be sold through licensed surplus lines brokers; and
should (by practice) be obtained with the advice and assistance of experienced counsel to the
same degree as any other complex contract. Brokers cannot opine on legal aspects of
environmental policies.
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Environmental Insurance: Good Practice In
Negotiating, Drafting and Otherwise Procuring
• Policies must be reviewed and revised by counsel.
•

OK to start with Insurer’s template, but must review and revise to the same extent
as you would any other complex contract (e.g., Purchase and Sale Contract, or
Fixed-Price Cleanup Contract). Insurer templates are not set in stone.

• Understand the perspective of the Insurance Company.
•

•

It is sometimes difficult for underwriters to change the template language. (Similar
to Government counsel and template Consent Decrees.) Some insurers are better
(e.g., more flexible) than others.
Risks must be less than the premium.

• Need experienced counsel on both sides.
• Most common problems: Unnecessary complexity and/or opacity.
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Example of Avoidable Complexities
(e.g., Def’n. of Known Pollution Conditions, p. 1 of 3)
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Example of Avoidable Complexities
(e.g., Def’n. of Known Pollution Conditions, p. 2 of 3)
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Example of Avoidable Complexities
(e.g., Def’n. of Known Pollution Conditions, p. 3 of 3)

*Source: Definitions Sections of PLL and Cost Cap Policies at Issue in: Lennar Mare Island v. Steadfast
Insur. Co., No. 2:12-cv-12812 (E.D. Calif. 2017)).
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Fixed-Price Cleanups: Overview


The Point is to align incentives.



For a fixed price, Contractors assume all environmental
regulatory liabilities, typically up to 2x expected costs.



Insurer (traditional or captive) and/or other risk transferee
(e.g., escrow) typically covers
◦
◦



Not right for all sites. Best for cleanups estimated to cost:
o
o



68% of cover overruns of “knowns” and
100% of “unknowns” after relatively minor (e.g., 2-5%) deductible.

$5M or more (but can “portfolio” sites to reach >$5M); and
$30M or less (but can divide larger sites into smaller projects to reach <$30M).

Not Fail-Safe.
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Fixed-Price Cleanups: Mechanics




Determine Owner’s Expectation/Target (e.g., $10M)

Pre-Calls (and then RFPs) to 3-4 Contractors, seeking fixed
price to reach NFA.
◦
◦

All environmental regulatory, up to 2x expected costs, including 32%
of overruns from “Knowns.”
Bids typically cluster w-i 10% of each other, and below Owner’s
expected costs. (If they don’t, Owner need not proceed).



Within 1-3 weeks, down-select to one Contractor to finalize
negotiations and seek PLL Insurance for “Unknowns.”
Should take 1-3 months.



Finalize Fixed Price Cleanup Contract and Insurance, each
becoming effective at Closing.



Monitor through NFA (and after).
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Traditional (T&M) Contracts

Held and paid by Owner

Unlimited

Held and paid by Owner
(Contractor profit 13%)

Unlimited

Held and paid by Owner

$10M

Held and paid by Owner
(Contractor profit 13%)

$10M

Owner Perspective

Contractor Perspective
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Dep’t. of Defense Findings re. FPCs
Of 41 Fixed-Price Cleanups:
• Lower Costs: Average costs were 21% below Independent
Government Estimates; 34% below estimated Costs To Complete.

• Faster Cleanups: Contractors in general are meeting or beating
schedules. There is no indication that overall schedule completion will
be compromised.

• Better Quality: “At all installations, the quality of work has been
reported from good to going beyond requirements.”
*

Source: U.S. Army Environmental Command, Tracking Performance on the Army’s Performance-Based Contracts, at 4, 24, 31
(May 16, 2006) (included in webinar handouts). While broader data is difficult to obtain and distill, R. Durant, The Greening of the
U.S. Military, 1, 4 (Georgetown Univ. Press, 2007), states that “the DOD inspector general has found that average cleanup costs at
closing bases are typically 60 percent higher than estimated originally.” See also EPA IG, EPA Should Increase Fixed-Price
Contracting for Remedial Actions, Rept. No. 13-P-0208, at 14 (March 28, 2013).
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Costs from Owner Perspective w-o Insurance
(at 2X Overrun Coverage)

Contractor ($1.2M)

$10M

$10M

Owner Excess
Exposures
($10M)

Owner
Excess
Exposure
($6.8M)
(68%)

Contractor
($2M)

Without an FPC

$10M

$10M

Expected
Cleanup Costs
($10M)

Expected
Cleanup Costs
($10M)

With an FPC
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Costs from Owner Perspective (without Insurance and with)
(at 2X Overrun Coverage)

Contractor ($1.2M)

$10M

Contractor ($1.2M)

$10M

Owner
Excess
Exposure
($6.8M)

Contractor
($2M)

FPC w/o Insurance

Contractor
($2M)

$10M

$10M

Expected
Cleanup Costs
($10M)

Policy or
Escrow
Limits
($6.8M)

Expected
Cleanup Costs
($10M)

FPC with Insurance
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Profits/Loss from Contractor Perspective with FPC

21

22
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Regulator Perspective
Pros:
 Avoid barriers to cleanup (litigation, etc.).
 Generally expedite cleanups (without sacrificing quality … all
remains subject to regulator approval)



Not losing a PRP (only 2-3 non-de minimis exceptions).
Greater certainty of completion:
◦
◦

Greater certainty of funding
Greater certainty of Contractors keeping costs at or below expected costs.

Cons:
• ?
* See also EPA IG, EPA Should Increase Fixed-Price Contracting for Remedial Actions, Rept. No.
13-P-0208, at 14 (March 28, 2013).
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Multi-Party Superfund Site






Cleaned up at 40% below expected costs ($15M v. $25M).
Completed in 19 months (v. 8-year national average).
Began in 2000; by 2002, town soccer fields and open space.
References:
“[TRC’s] Maine Experiment May Point The Way To Ending Tangle Of Litigation Around Superfund
Law” (WSJ, 4/29/98);
“[TRC’s] arrangement is ‘revolutionary’ . . . A ‘new model’ for reducing cleanup and litigation costs”
(BNA Daily Envir. Rptr., 6/8/00, quoting Maine DEP official).
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Redevelopment of Brownfield
• Two conventional estimates, with no
guarantee: $15-$20M.
• Insured FPC done for $10.1M.
• City contributed $5M via Brownfield
grants and Tax Incremental Financing,
and received title to property from
Owner essentially for free.
• Owner exited for lower cost ($5.1M) and
greater goodwill.
*Reference: C. Olson, R. Bursek, and M. Jones, Urban
Renaissance: From Brass Manufacturing To Uptown
Brass Center, Air & Waste Mgt. Ass’n. (Dec. 2005).
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FOSET Transfers
(“Finding Of Suitability for Early Transfer”)

CERCLA § 120(h)(3)(C) (federal facilities cannot be transferred pre-NFA absent
prior determination by Governor (and, if on NPL, also by EPA Administrator) that
the cleanup will not be substantially delayed).





Parcel C6 ($11M; 62 acres). First privatized cleanup via FOSET
(2007). Also the first completed (2009).
FOSET #1 ($14M; 545 acres) (2010).
FOSET #2 ($16M; 528 acres). CCA used. EPA Administrator and
CA Governor approved (2013).
FOSET #3 (>20M; 207 acres). CCA used. EPA Administrator and
CA Governor approved (2015).

Reference: M. Hill, Insured Fixed-Price Cleanups: Still Possible Even After Commercial Insurers’
2011 Exit from the Cost Cap Market, 70 CWLR 955 (Oct. 2015) (included in webinar handouts).
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Cost Cap Alternative (“CCA”)
Like Cost Cap insurance, except:




Captive, Escrow, etc. assumes the 68% overrun risk
(Contractor continues to self-insure 32%).
Access to “limits” is governed by captive insurance policy
or escrow contract.
Claims handled by captive administrators or by
independent third-party.
◦ Incentives better aligned; transactions time and costs likely lower; greater
up-front certainty; etc.)
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Emergence and Growth of Captive Insurance
o

Insuring risks that were otherwise uninsurable (or only at unreasonably high cost).

o

First U.S. statute passed in 1981; today, over 30 states have statutes.

o

By 2014, >7,000 captives worldwide (over 90% of Fortune 1,000 companies
have captives, as do many smaller companies, non-profits, and associations).

o

By 2016, >50% of all Property & Casualty premiums went to captives.
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Misc. Req’ts. and Advantages of Captives
o
o
o

o
o
o

Must be a valid insurance company, formed for valid business purpose.
Premiums lower (30%?); premium taxes lower (e.g., in VT, .38% v. 3.0%).
Investment returns inure to benefit of Owner.
If no claims, premiums returned.
Lower transactions costs (underwriting and claims).
Premiums possibly deductible (must meet, inter alia, risk shifting and
distribution requirements of insurance).

o

Particularly suited to environmental given the post-2011 “hardening.”
o Policy terms can be expanded/customized (and language simplified). E.g., >30-year
terms; >$30M limits; exclusions reduced or otherwise modified.

o

Owners and Bidding Contractors avoid delay and uncertainty
associated with buying Cost Cap.
References: N. Jacobson & J. Johnson, Fundamentals of Captive Taxation (Feb. 24, 2016); E.
Charnley, Marsh, Inc., How to Use Captive Insurance to Mitigate Climate Change Risk (March 2018)
(https://www.greenbiz.com/article/how-use-captive-insurance-mitigate-climate-change-risks)
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Emerging Financial Solutions
for Environmental Risk

George von Stamwitz, Esq.
Armstrong Teasdale LLP
7700 Forsyth Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63105
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Key Elements of a Risk Transfer
Transaction
1.
2.

3.
4.

Full transfer of environmental liability through a
perpetual indemnity and robust collateral
Transaction can be for (a) environmental liability only;
(b) include a sale of the impacted land; and (c) address
ongoing operation requirements
Buyer predicts the resolution of the risk and then
collateralizes the prediction.
Buyer executes applicable permits and orders to
complete remediation for existing conditions located on
on-site.
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What is the Market For
Complete Risk Transfer?


M&A deals where neither party wants the risk



PRP wants more for its remediation dollar (shed title)



Companies shedding unwanted assets and liabilities



Companies addressing environmental reserves



Sale/leaseback transactions to raise cash and shed risk



The need to liquidate risk in a bankruptcy context
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WANTED! – Liquid Collateral to Support
Indemnities for Single Purpose
Indemnitors


Pollution Legal Liability Policies – excellent for true
“unknown conditions” and tort claims



Letters of Credit- flexible but expensive and short
term



Bonds – great but limited to a budgeted scope of work



Annuities – great for predictable long term risk



Escrow/Trust – excellent for “likely case” work
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How About The Worst Case?


Foregoing collateral not very helpful past
“likely case”

$0____X___________________________X______________________________X_______________$50 million >

Best case



Likely case

worst case

Sellers of Risk want to address the
“reasonable worst case”
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Excess of Indemnity Insurance
Adapted to Fill Gap


First Party Coverage for the Indemnified party (like
cost cap used to be)



Claim trigger is a default (cause is not relevant), not a
cost overrun



Underwriter looks at the economics of the entire deal
and other collateral



Interests between indemnitor and insurer aligned
(unlike cost cap in many circumstances)
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Case Study – Sale of Coal Fired
Power Plant


Setting – 1400 acres, 4 ash ponds



Buyer – Single Purpose LLC



Purpose – To shed risk, demolish and repurpose site
on a strict schedule; reputation management



Price – Seller pays $42 million



Collateral provided - $78 million
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Case Study (cont’d)
Collateral Package:


Escrow Account - $38 million



Performance Bond for Demo - $18 million



PLL cleanup insurance for Buyer (unknown condition and
reopeners) - $15 million



PLL insurance for Seller (tort claims) - $40 million



Excess of Indemnity Coverage - $40 million
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Case Study (Cont’d)
Why Does This Work for Seller?
 Reputation management; create jobs
 Avoid a risky season in the life of property
– demo and remediation
 Ex-owners can get better environmental tort
insurance coverage for pre-existing
conditions
 If a default, $78 million (escrow and excess
of indemnity) available for $42 million
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Case Study – Regulatory Solution With Insurance



NGA West Campus. December 2018 Transfer of 97 acres from City. 10-year
PLL obtained to cover pollutants encountered during development and thereafter;
minor gaps filled with escrow agreement.



http://nextngawest.com/
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Take Aways
Financial Solutions to Environmental
Risk are growing in importance (risk
based remedies, financial assurance)
 Complete risk transfer is a small but
growing part of the ecosystem of
environmental practice
 Risk transfer can work well with existing
regulatory tools
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Questions
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